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2201 PERIODIC VARIATIONS IN THE POLARIZATION OF V603 Aql
K. Metz
29 September 1982
2202 PHOTOELECTRIC MINIMA OF ECLIPSING VARIABLES
Y. Yulan, L. Qingyao
1 October 1982
2203 HD 36705 - A POST T TAURI STAR
S.M. Rucinski
4 October 1982
2204 PHOTOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE SUPERNOVA IN NGC 4490
T. Yamagata, M. Iye
5 October 1982
2205 SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATION OF VZ Cnc
G.A. Garbusov
6 October 1982
2206 MULTI-COLOR PHOTOMETRY OF V711 TAURI (HR 1099)
E.C. Olson
7 October 1982
2207 PHOTOELECTRIC OBSERVATIONS OF MT Her
E. Budding, I.M. Murad
13 October 1982




2209 PHOTOELECTRIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE FLARE STAR BY Dra IN 1977
L.N. Mavridis, P. Varvoglis
18 October 1982
2210 PHOTOELECTRIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE FLARE STAR BY Dra IN 1980
G. Asteriadis, S. Avgoloupis, L.N. Mavridis, P. Varvoglis
18 October 1982
2211 HR 3562 AND HR 3600, TWO NEW MULTI-PERIODIC B-TYPE STARS
G. Burki, M. Burnet, A.S. Magalhaes, P. North, F. Rufener, C. Waelkens
19 October 1982
2212 PHOTOELECTRIC EPOCHS OF MINIMUM LIGHT, UZ PUPPIS
B.B. Bookmyer
20 October 1982
2213 HD 1833: A NEW VARIABLE STAR
R.D. Lines, G.W. Henry, J. Sherlin, D.S. Hall
21 October 1982
2214 HD 37847: A NEW VARIABLE STAR
G.W. Henry, J. Sherlin, D.S. Hall
21 October 1982
2215 HD 185510: A NEW VARIABLE STAR
G.W. Henry, S. Murray, D.S. Hall
21 October 1982
2216 HD 190540: A NEW VARIABLE STAR
G.W. Henry, J. Sherlin, D.S. Hall
21 October 1982
2217 HD 205249: A NEW VARIABLE STAR
G.W. Henry, J. Sherlin, D.S. Hall
21 October 1982
2218 PHOTOMETRIC VARIABILITY OF HR 3119
M.V. Mekkaden, A.V. Raveendran, S. Mohin
25 October 1982
2219 HISTORICAL LIGHT CURVES OF FOUR T TAURI STARS
B.E. Schaefer
1 November 1982
2220 PHOTOELECTRIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE FLARE STAR AD Leo IN 1982
K.P. Panov, M. Grigorova, A. Tsintsarova
2 November 1982
2221 1982 PHOTOMETRY OF ER Vul
M. Zeilik, B. Baca, D. Batuski, S. Burke, R. Elston, P. Smith
4 November 1982




2223 TWO NEW VARIABLE STARS IN M13
Tatiana Russeva, L. Iliev, R. Russev
8 November 1982
2224 FLARE STARS IN THE PLEIADES
M.K. Tsvetkov, K.P. Tsvetkova, A.G. Tsvetkova, S.A. Tsvetkov, 
H.S. Chavushian
8 November 1982
2225 IS UX Dra A CARBON BINARY STAR?
M. Vetesnik
11 November 1982
2226 SOME REMARKS ON THE CLOSE BINARY X-RAY SOURCE AM Her
W. Gotz
11 November 1982
2227 THE SERENDIPITOUS DISCOVERY OF TWO NEW BRIGHT VARIABLE STARS IN THE
FIELD OF HD 108
E.F. Guinan, G.P. McCook, A.G. Weisenberger
17 November 1982
2228 PHOTOELECTRIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE PECULIAR SYSTEM VW Cep
A.S. Asaad, S.M. Nawar, M.A. Soliman, N.S. Awadalla
17 November 1982
2229 MULTIPLE COMPONENTS IN THE Halpha PROFILE OF THE LUMINOUS SUPERGIANT
HD 217476
J. Smolinski, J.L. Climenhaga, H. Funakawa, J.M. Fletcher
18 November 1982
2230 PHOTOELECTRIC OBSERVATIONS OF W UMa (BD +56d1400)
M. Hamzaoglu, E. Hamzaoglu
22 November 1982






2233 BP OCTANTIS - A VARIABLE Am STAR
D.W. Coates, S. Dieters, J.L. Innis, T.T. Moon, K. Thompson
25 November 1982
2234 FOUR COLOUR PHOTOMETRY OF THE BRIGHT PRE-MAIN SEQUENCE SHELL STAR
V856 Sco (HR 5999)
J. Andersen, J.V. Clausen, B. Nordstrom
25 November 1982
2235 HD 154973, A NEW SHORT PERIOD VARIABLE STAR
M.A. Hobart, J.H. Pena, R. Peniche
29 November 1982
2236 PHOTOGRAPHIC PHOTOMETRY OF V1515 CYGNI
Katya P. Tsvetkova
29 November 1982
2237 SHORT TIME SCALE LIGHT VARIATIONS OF 21 COMAE
B. Musielok, T. Kozar
30 November 1982
2238 REFINEMENT OF THE FREQUENCIES OF PULSATION OF DELTA SCUTI
D.W. Coates, T.T. Moon, K. Thompson, M.L. Winsall
2 December 1982
2239 PHOTOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE SECONDARY MINIMUM OF 1 Per
E. Poretti
2 December 1982
2240 SHORT-PERIOD VARIABILITY OF THE BINARY STAR HD 206631
T.E. Margrave, R. Peniche, J.H. Pena
6 December 1982
2241 SOME VARIABLE STARS IN THE SRS CATALOGUE
C. Lopez
7 December 1982
2242 HR 3084 - AN EARLY TYPE CLOSE BINARY
R. Haefner
8 December 1982
2243 HR 7578: A POSSIBLE LATE-TYPE ECLIPSING BINARY AND/OR A BY DRACONIS
VARIABLE
F.C. Fekel Jr., W.I. Beavers
8 December 1982
2244 A NEW RED VARIABLE IN AQUILA
J.E. Grindlay, C.Y. Shao
8 December 1982
2245 THE FIRST PHOTOELECTRIC LIGHT CURVES AND THE PERIOD OF V909 CYGNI
O. Gulmen, N. Gudur, C. Sezer
10 December 1982
2246 IAU ARCHIVES OF UNPUBLISHED OBSERVATIONS OF VARIABLE STARS
M. Breger
10 December 1982
2247 CYCLIC VARIATIONS OF THE PERIODS OF RR LYRAE TYPE STARS
B.N. Firmanyuk
10 December 1982
2248 IDENTIFICATION OF HD 174429 AS AN RS CVn SYSTEM
D.W. Coates, J.L. Innis, T.T. Moon, K. Thompson
14 December 1982
2249 ON DELTA SCUTI STARS IN OPEN CLUSTERS
M.S. Frolov, B.N. Irkaev
15 December 1982
2250 PHOTOMETRIC AND SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATION OF Y CVn
M. Vetesnik
17 December 1982
2251 NONCIRCULAR ORBIT OF TU Cam
J. Ziznovsky
20 December 1982
2252 FURTHER OBSERVATIONS OF EV Lac IN 1974
A.D. Andrews
20 December 1982
2253 FLARES OF EV Lac AND UBV PHOTOMETRY DURING THE QUIESCENT PHASE IN 1975
A.D. Andrews
20 December 1982
2254 DETECTION OF 5-6 DAY OUTBURSTS IN FLARE ACTIVITY IN EV LACERTAE,
INTERPRETED AS A ROTATIONAL EFFECT, AND A TENTATIVE REPORT OF TEMPORAL
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FLARE EVENTS
A.D. Andrews
20 December 1982
2255 COMPARSION STARS WHICH TURN OUT TO BE VARIABLES
Laura E. Pasinetti
22 December 1982
2256 BZ URSAE MAJORIS - MISSING LINK BETWEEN THE DWARF NOVAE OF U GEMINORUM
AND WZ SAGITTAE TYPE
W. Wenzel
28 December 1982
2257 1982 UBVR PHOTOMETRY OF HD 108102
M. Zeilik, D. Batuski, S. Burke, R. Elston, P. Smith
3 January 1983
2258 COORDINATED ULTRAVIOLET, OPTICAL AND RADIO OBSERVATIONS OF RS CVn AND
FLARE STARS
P.B. Byrne, C.J. Butler, A.D. Andrews, M. Rodono, S. Catalano, 
V. Pazzani, J.L. Linsky, P. Bornman, B.M. Haisch
3 January 1983
2259 DELTA ERIDANI: A VERY BRIGHT NEW VARIABLE STAR
G.F. Fisher, D.S. Hall, G.W. Henry, H.J. Landis, Th.R. Renner, 
S.N. Shore
5 January 1983
2260 POSITIONS OF FOUR NOVAE
H.W. Duerbeck, M. Geffert
6 January 1983
2261 VY AQUARII - CONFIRMATION OF THE 1973 OUTBURST
W. Wenzel
10 January 1983




2263 A PRELIMINARY EPHEMERIS FOR THE NEWLY DISCOVERED ECLIPSING BINARY
HD 174403 (A POSSIBLE COMPANION TO THE CEPHEID BB Sgr?)
D.G. Turner, M. Pedreros
10 January 1983
2264 PHOTOELECTRIC UBV OBSERVATIONS OF PU Vul IN 1982
A. Purgathofer, A. Schnell
11 January 1983
2265 PHOTOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE MAGNETIC BINARY SYSTEM PG 1550 +191
G. Romano
12 January 1983
2266 PHOTOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE CENTRAL STAR IN THE PLANETARY NEBULA
NGC 2346





2268 ON THE VARIABILITY OF THE 5200 A STRUCTURE FOR Alpha2 CVn
J. Gertner, M. Muciek, M. Mikolajewski
13 January 1983
2269 uvby OBSERVATIONS OF V471 Tau IN OCTOBER 1981
S.M. Rucinski
19 January 1983
2270 uvby OBSERVATIONS OF HD 5303 IN OCTOBER 1981
S.M. Rucinski
19 January 1983
2271 TIMES OF MINIMUM LIGHT AND THE LIGHT ELEMENTS FOR Y CVn
M. Vetesnik
ERRATA (TO IBVS No. 2159)
21 January 1983
2272 THE PHOTOMETRIC PERIOD OF SZ PICTORIS
B.M. Bell, D.S. Hall, R.L. Marcialis
21 January 1983
2273 UBV AND SPECTROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS OF PU VULPECULAE
J. Hron, H.M. Maitzen
25 January 1983
2274 PHOTOELECTRIC OBSERVATIONS OF AT Cam AND AZ Cam
Zhai Di Sheng, Zhang Rong Xian, Zhang Ji Tong
1 February 1983
2275 THE NEW PERIOD OF AD Boo
Zhai Di Sheng, Zhang Rong Xian, Zhang Ji Tong
1 February 1983
2276 OBSERVATION OF RAPID CHANGES IN THE LIGHT CURVE OF FK COMAE
J.D. Dorren, E.F. Guinan, G.P. McCook
3 February 1983
2277 OBSERVATIONS OF V711 TAURI IN OCTOBER 1981/JANUARY 1982
S.M. Rucinski
14 February 1983
2278 EPSILON CEPHEI: A COMPLEX DELTA SCUTI STAR
M.A. Seeds, C.W. Price
17 February 1983
2279 REVISED POSITION OF A FLARE STAR IN PISCES
C. Lopez
21 February 1983
2280 NOTE ON XZ Eri AND RU Hor
C. Lopez
21 February 1983
2281 NGC 2346 DOES NOT SHOW ECLIPSES BEFORE 1981
B.E. Schaefer
21 February 1983
2282 PHOTOELECTRIC OBSERVATIONS OF W UMa (BD +56d1400)
M. Hamzaoglu, F. Ekmekci, E. Hamzaoglu
22 February 1983
2283 SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS OF NOVA SAGITTARII 1982 NEAR MAXIMUM
LIGHT
J.R. Sowell, A.P. Cowley
23 February 1983
2284 SPECTROSCOPIC EVIDENCE FOR SHORT PERIOD AND HIGH ECCENTRICITY OF THE
BINARY ORBIT OF o ANDROMEDAE
M. Singh
1 March 1983




2286 IS BF Arae DWARF NOVA OF SU UMa TYPE?
A. Bruch
1 March 1983
2287 PHOTOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS OF CATACLYSMIC VARIABLES
A. Bruch
1 March 1983
2288 HR 8768 - AN ULTRA SHORT PERIOD VARIABLE?
J.S. Shaw, D.A. Fraquelli, D.H. Martins, S.B. Andrew
3 March 1983
2289 NEW DELTA SCUTI TYPE VARIABLE IN TRIANGULUM
J.S. Shaw, D.A. Fraquelli, D.H. Martins, D.E. Stooksbury
3 March 1983
2290 ARCHER 5 IDENTIFIED AS RZ Com
D.R. Faulkner
7 March 1983
2291 OBSERVATIONS OF PU Vul
Liu Zongli, Hao Xiangliang, Mei Bao
8 March 1983
2292 PHOTOELECTRIC TIMES OF MINIMA OF ECLIPSING BINARIES
Th.E. Margrave
10 March 1983
2293 ADDITIONAL HISTORICAL OUTBURSTS OF VY AQUARII
Martha H. Liller
11 March 1983
2294 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF FLARE STAR OBSERVATIONS
F.M. Mahmoud
14 March 1983
2295 HIGH SPEED PHOTOMETRY OF PG0244+104
B. Warner
17 March 1983
2296 THE NATURE OF THE COOL COMPONENT OF THE BX MONOCEROTIS SYMBIOTIC SYSTEM
P.A. Whitelock, R.M. Catchpole
18 March 1983
2297 ON THE CONSTANCY OF THE PERIOD OF THE MAGNETIC Ap STAR HD 215441
A. Hempelmann, W. Schoneich
18 March 1983
2298 HD 85037 NOUVELLE VARIABLE A ECLIPSES PROBABLE
P. Renson
18 March 1983
2299 IMPROVED LIGHT ELEMENTS OF W GRUIS
M.A. Cerruti
21 March 1983
2300 UBV OBSERVATIONS OF YY Eri
E. Budding
24 March 1983

































































































































































































































































































